
Enable. Enhance. Simplify. 
 

Whether your goal is to have a local language capability 
internally or you need to have a multilingual portal for 
external users, there’s a range of motivators for having a 
flexible multilingual capability for Microsoft Dynamics. 
 
Dynamics has language support, and will suffice if 
requirements are simple and limited in scope. But the effort 
and constraints make the provision of a multilingual 
interface a significant undertaking when you need multiple 
languages, the ability for a user to switch between 
languages or when you apply customisations.  
 
LinguaSkin is a solution that enables web applications to have a multilingual interface without any 
changes to the application itself. For Dynamics (whether on-premise or Dynamics 365), it means that a 
monolingual application can be configured and deployed, with LinguaSkin adding the additional languages 
and the ability for a user to switch at any time. Not only does LinguaSkin save significant configuration 
and maintenance effort, it also simplifies any implementation project. 
 
Benefits of using LinguaSkin for Dynamics are: 
 
· A language selector is present on all pages, a user can switch at any time. 
 
· All languages are supported, not just those on the official language pack list. 
 
· No overhead of installing or provisioning Dynamics language packs. 
 
· All text is covered, including customisations. 
 
· Translations can be added or edited in moments without admin access or technical skills – a 

significantly streamlined method. 
 
· Portal sites are easily made multilingual with no development, configuration or technical hassle. 
 
· Features like language tagging and cross lingual search enable user content to be entered 

multilingually then displayed and found in the correct language. 
 
· Configuration and customisation activities focus on a single ‘base’ language without the 

complicating considerations of additional languages. 
 
If your challenge is a multilingual Portal or aspects of the Dynamics interface needing a multilingual 
capability, LinguaSkin provides an easy-to-implement, cost-effective and highly capable solution that will 
simplify implementation and significantly reduce maintenance effort. 
 

Please see our ‘What is LinguaSkin’ information sheet to find out more 
about LinguaSkin or contact us to discuss your requirements. 
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Empowering your solutions 
 

There’s much more to our LinguaSkin proposition than just an effective technical solution, we not only take 
away the challenges and effort involved with multilingual requirements, we also make great partners: 
 
· Bid Support  

 
We’ll help you with all aspects of a bid response relating to multilingual capabilities. Including the 
production of a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) for a demo site that you can use to show your prospective 
customer how the multilingual capability works. 

 
· Configuration Advice 

 
Though LinguaSkin fulfils the requirements for a multilingual interface, there will likely be other 
multilingual requirements such as: language preference tracking; multilingual email templates and 
workflows; replicated attributes; search scope; multiple language addresses; and more. 
 
We can advise on how these requirements can be  scoped and implemented through normal Dynamics 
customisation. 

 
· Translation Support 

 
For some languages, such as Welsh, we already have a large translation set that covers a lot of the 
Dynamics interface, but there’s usually customisations, customer content and further areas to include. 
 
We have translation partners that can assist with this, or we can provide support and guidance where a 
customer or partner prefers to translate in-house. 
 
Whoever does the translation, the customer will also have the option to review and edit translations, to 
make sure they’re 100% happy with the language used. 

 
Most of all, we’re flexible on how we engage with partners. We can be integrated as part of your solution, 
white-labelled or visible as an add-on partner.  
 
Whether our costs are presented as an option to meet language requirements or if they’re embedded in 
the overall delivery cost, they’ll be lower than the alternative effort. So, we’re not only reducing effort, 
mitigating risk and increasing your ability to comprehensively meet requirements, but we’re also improving 
your commercial competitiveness and profitability. 
 
To find out more, please get in touch to discuss any multilingual requirements you’re encountering with 
customers or prospects and to find out more about how we can work together to meet them. 
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